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〔論文〕 
How do the storytellers construct their performance of storytelling? 
―A study of folktale performance in the view of Relevance Theory― 
 
KUROSAKI Takehiro 
 
1. Introduction 
Tono(遠野), one of the small towns in the northeast of Japan, is called the 
“Homeland of Folktale”(「民話のふるさと」), and visited by many tourists. Since 1995, I 
have intermittently participated in the study of the art of storytelling, as performed by 
the local storytellers (Kataribe 語り部), and I have researched their ways of storytelling 
and their motivations for continuing the storytelling tradition. As a result, I noticed 
that storytellers changed their performance of storytelling according to their audience. 
This paper examines the relationship between the storytellers' memory and their 
skills of storytelling, by analyzing the performances of storytellers in Tono city, Iwate 
prefecture. I will first analyze how the storytellers construct their memories through 
performance. Then, I will give examples of three different storytellers’ performances, as 
told to tourists, to children in Tono, and to researchers. I will then examine how the 
storytellers performed in each situation and why they did so. Finally, I will try to 
explain the relationship between their action and their memory, making use of the idea 
of "Relevance Theory". 
 
2. Storytelling in Tono 
Tono is a small town of 28,000 people located in central Iwate Prefecture. It was 
the ethnographic-folkloristic text, "The legends of Tono (『遠野物語』 Yanagita 1910)", 
that established Japanese folklore, and sparked an wider interest in Tono. The 
collection of traditional tales, rewritten in a literary style, was published by Japan’s 
most famous folklorist, Kunio Yanagita, in 1910.  
In 1970, The National Sports Festival (国民体育大会) was held in Iwate Prefecture 
and Tono was chosen as the soccer venue. The Tono city office used the occasion to work 
out a campaign for “Tono, Homeland of the folktale” and appeal to the whole country to 
view Tono as a tourist destination. The local people have also since envisioned the city 
as the birthplace of folklore, in accordance with the legends of Tono. 
Respect for Tono as the ‘Hometown of the folktale’ waned in the 1980’s, and Tono 
was regarded only as a sightseeing city. This led the local government to establish the 
Institute for ‘The legends of Tono’ (Tono Monogatari Kenkyujo 遠野物語研究所 ), 
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dedicated to the Japanese Folklore Society, and to the advancement of research on 
Tono’s culture 1 . In 1992 ‘The World Folktale Expo’ was held in Tono. Folktale 
storytellers gathered from all over the world to attend this Expo. Since then, Tono has 
maintained its traditional image, as well as attracting over 500,000 tourists a year due 
to co-operation between local government and private enterprise.  
In 2000, eight women Kataribes telling traditional folktales demonstrated their 
art to tourists on a daily basis from April to November at Kataribe Hall (‘Storytellers’ 
hall’ 語り部ホール) in the centre of the city. Storytellers perform five (5) times a day, for 
about thirty tourists per thirty-minute session. In addition, some of the Kataribe 
demonstrate their art to locals and researchers, in a traditional-style house known as 
Magariya(曲がり屋). Audience members, usually local children or researchers, gather 
around the irori （fireplace 囲炉裏）, and listen to the Kataribe’s storytelling. 
 
3. Outline of participant observation in Tono 
I conducted my fieldwork in August 2000, to examine how Kataribe perform their 
folktales. In my investigation, I visited their houses and we went together to the 
“Kataribe hall” and other places where they tell folktales. I videotaped their storytelling 
performances. And, I interviewed them afterwards. During the interviews, I first asked 
them to evaluate their day’s storytelling. Then, if their evaluation was worse than usual, 
I asked them the reason. I continued this research for a month. 
I mainly focused on two Kataribes in particular to explain their storytelling 
performances. Their names are Miya Shoubuke (正部家ミヤ) and Eiko Kikuchi (菊池栄
子). Miya is the most famous of all living Kataribes. Miya’s father, Rikimatsu Kikuchi
（菊地力松）, was most famous storyteller in Tono2. In the 1970’s, when her old sister, 
Satsu Suzuki (鈴木サツ), started storytelling in Tono, Miya supported her sisters’ 
storytelling and sometimes told folktales beside Satsu. When Satsu passed away in 
1996, she became one of the leading storytellers in Tono. Miya now travels widely telling 
tales in community centers, theaters, schools, after-school programs, and over the radio. 
      Miya keeps the tales alive by using the same words, sounds, and emotions that 
her sister did, adapting the quiet style of storytelling used by her sister. Her voice 
chants soft words, richly repeated. She tells listeners her stories in a quiet voice, her 
                                                   
1 Since 1990’s, the study of storytellers in Tono has been widely researched by Japanese 
Anthropologist and Folklorists; Toshio Ozawa, Yoshinobu Ota, Hiroshi Kawamori and 
Masami Ishii, for example. (Ozawa 1999; Ota 1993; Kawamori 2001; Ishii 2002). In 
particular, Kawamori considered the practice at an individual level to find a creative 
process appropriating an imposed image of tourists. 
2 Miya said her father was too busy to share stories with her when she was little, and 
she herself wasn’t very interested in the stories. 
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hands content with small gestures, her face sliding often into smiles. Her words urge 
her on with frequent responses (“zumona, na na …”「～ずもな、～な」). Her stories are 
told in a strong dialect, for a sense of place is very important to Miya and to other 
traditional tellers, too. This feeling of homeland（ふるさと）is passed on through story 
choice and through the words and nuances of local dialect.  
Eiko, Miya’s niece, was the youngest Kataribe in all of Tono at that time. She 
heard many stories from her grandfather, Rikimatsu. According to Miya, Eiko is the 
person who succeeded to her grandfather’s performance, because he already retired 
from his job when Eiko was a child and she had many opportunities to listen to his 
storytelling directly. Although she heard stories often from her grandfather as she grew 
up in post-war Japan, she was pulled into public telling only during “The World Folktale 
Expo” in 1992. After she made her debut as a storyteller, she was appointed by city 
officials to tell Tono's folktales to visitors. 
Eiko tells her tales a little more loudly, a little more quickly than Miya but with 
as much warmth. During her storytelling, her eyes gaze at the floor. Her hands sing a 
rhythm. Her repertoire of more than 100 tales includes ghost stories and local legends 
from her beautiful region. Local legends are some of the most often told Japanese 
stories. Traditional tellers are able to relate the legends of each rock, tree, and hill in 
their localities. She didn’t want to learn any new stories. She only wants to share her 
grandfather’s stories with many listeners, particularly young children in Tono. She also 
shows traditional tools and items to help a modern audience imagine Japan as it once 
was. 
Both of the women are usually dressed in the traditional loose pants and jackets 
of a farmer, often hand-dyed by artists in their hometown. But, as to the storytelling 
location, they have different ideas. Eiko is pleased to tell stories to her audience around 
the irori at Magariya, better than at Kataribe Hall. On the other hand, Miya is as 
comfortable with 500 listeners as she is with a few. 
 
4. Research Results: Three types of Storytelling. 
    In light of relationship between storyteller and audience, there are three type of 
storytelling, that is, to children in Tono, to researchers (investigators or folklorists), and 
to tourists. 
 
①Storytelling to children in Tono 
    To the children in Tono, Kataribe tell folktales at their own pace using an original 
rhythm and tempo. Their styles of storytelling are patterned to some degree. Stories 
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concerning discipline and lesson are chosen for children. These tales are told using an 
original tempo, rhythm, and even original dialect.  
    According to Eiko, when she tells stories to children, she remembers her childhood, 
her grandfather holding her and whispering stories to her as she lay down to sleep. 
Besides, her grandfather once told her that telling a story is preserving their culture. 
Although there has been an increase in nuclear families even in Tono, most of Tono 
children still live with their grandparents, and thus understand a Kataribe’s dialect. As 
a result, she speaks naturally in dialect. 
 
②Storytelling to researchers 
Like to local children, Kataribe also tell the researchers folktales at their own pace 
using an original rhythm and tempo. The unusual stories that might not be often told to 
other audiences were chosen for the researchers (investigators). As for Eiko, when 
Japanese folklorists came to her and listened to her storytelling, they weren’t pleased 
with her standard tales, like “Oshirasama(the romance between a girl and a horse オシ
ラサマ)” or “Kappa-komainu(the legend of Kappa, a repulsive frog-like humanoid with a 
water-filled depression in his or her skull 河童狛犬)”. They often ask her whether she 
can tell some unique stories. 
The rhythm and the tempo of these tales are comparatively slow compared with 
that of stories for children. The details of the tales are not omitted, but can actually be 
embellished. On this subject, Miya explained to me that professors, like Toshio Ozawa, 
once told her that the details of a story are very important for studying the culture and 
history of not only Tono but also Japan.  
 
③Storytelling to tourists 
For the tourist, although the texts of their folktales are almost completely 
patternized, Kataribes always change their performances (that is, not only the way of 
storytelling but also even details of the story) according to the given situation or 
audience. Usually, some famous-standard folktales are chosen and told for the tourist. 
Stories such as "Oshirasama" and "Kappa-Komainu" are common choices. They tell a 
story using original, though flexible methods, using the same tempo and a constant 
rhythm. Sometimes, the details of a dialogue are omitted or intentionally changed. 
  According to Eiko, some tourists don’t understand the content of what the 
Kataribes are saying. However, it is most important for tourists to feel the mood of 
traditional storytelling. Some tourists may enjoy listening to Tono’s dialects. Others 
may enjoy communicating with Kataribes wearing traditional clothes. So, how do 
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Kataribes read and interpret the desires of tourists? According to Miya, the key is “the 
first conversation.” Before a Kataribe starts storytelling, she has a small talk with 
tourists. While she asks some questions, she recalls similar kinds of experiences that 
she had had before. She calibrates her performance in accordance with her memory. Of 
course, she sometimes makes mistakes with her audiences, like continuing to talk when 
tourists are tired of storytelling. But she memorizes such experiences, so that they will 
be put to use again some day. She says “The important thing is to learn from my 
mistakes”. 
 
5. The Communication model in the view of Relevance Theory 
   I intend to examine Kataribes’ practices of changing their performances for 
different audiences. Then, I apply it to the analysis of "Relevance Theory" in 
pragmatics3. In Relevance Theory, as Sperber and Wilson advocated (Sperber & Wilson 
1986), “every act of ostensive communication communicates a presumption of its own 
optimal relevance”. And, the speaker and listener must understand the meanings of the 
words they exchange, based on inferences. 
However, as Kramsch (1998) suggests, meaning is created not only through what 
speakers say to one another, but through what they do with words. There are several 
kinds of signs, in words or sentences, that is, verbal signs, paraverbal signs, and 
non-verbal signs. From childhood on, people have not only learned to interpret signs 
and act upon them: they have also learned to expect certain behaviors of one other as 
well. These signs are called “contextualization cues”, and help speakers hint at or guide 
their listener’s interpretation. In other words, these contextualization cues are evidence 
of situational inferences that speakers make based on their culturally shared frames of 
expectations and are applied to the local situation of the exchange (Kramsch 
1998:25-36). 
What is true for Relevance Theory is to a considerable extent true for the 
performance of storytelling as well4. The idea that meaningful social interaction is a 
skilled accomplishment of social actors has gained general acceptance in sociology and 
anthropology5. This can be seen in Richard Bauman’s discussion of the “emergent” 
                                                   
3 The fuller study of Relevance Theory lies outside the scope of this paper. For resent 
argument on this theory, see (Wilson and Sperber 1990; Carston 2001). 
4 Although more and more interest has been taken in the study of oral tradition, only 
few attempts have so far been made on the study of storytelling in performance-oriented 
view of view. As to the issues of oral tradition as performance, see (Kurosaki 2000). 
5 The study of performance as model of speaking has been influenced by Roman 
Jakobson‘s speech model, Gregory Bateson’s communication model and Erving 
Goffman’s frame analysis (Jakobson 1960; Ruesch and Bateson 1951; Goffman 1974). 
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character of social structure generated by skillful verbal performance. "Performance", 
as Richard Bauman (1992: 44) defines it, "is a communicative mode of artistic 
responsibility that the storyteller assumes publicly as a teller of tales."  Through his 
performance, the performer elicits the participative attention and energy of his 
audience, and to the extent that they value his performance, they will allow themselves 
to be caught up in it. When this happens, the performer gains a measure of prestige and 
control over the audience; that is, prestige because of the demonstrated competence he 
has displayed, and control because the determination of the flow of the interaction is in 
his hands. To sum up, it can be said that storytellers expect to do their performance in 
such a way that their performance is geared to the maximization of relevance between 
performer and audience in the given situation6. 
 
Analysis: the relationship between Kataribes’ performance and memory 
 
    From a performance-oriented point of view, Kataribes will reveal themselves as 
storytellers to their audience, through various kinds of sign. Based on my observation 
on Kataribes’ storytelling, I will discuss how Kataribes construct their performance of 
storytelling in accordance with a given situation. 
Children in Tono were able to understand the outdated dialects because of close 
contact with their grandparents. As the Kataribes want to pass down their tales in 
original form, they tell the tales at their own pace. 
The goal of the researcher is to actively gather new folktales. But, since 
researchers usually live near big cities, they cannot understand the Kataribes’ dialects 
so easily. Kataribes notice this, so they tell novelty stories slowly, and sometimes add 
more information: about the history of Tono.  
Although there are varying kinds of tourists (those who just drop in by chance 
and those who visit several times), the Kataribes will sometimes use a different style 
from those used for children or researchers. Initially, she will engage in small talk with 
the audience. Based on her assumptions about what she thinks the audience may 
appreciate and understand, she begins to tell the folktale. During the course of her 
performance, she will monitor her audience and use her stock of memories to alter her 
style, and even reconstruct the performance to retain audience interest.  
Kataribes’ style of storytelling, as mentioned above, changes to suit their 
                                                   
6 Relevance theory has been criticized by sociologists, especially ethnomethodologists, 
for its cognativism (Nashizaka 1995). It is debatable whether this theory applies to all 
the explanation of cultural performance, such as ritual and festival. 
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audience. They tell stories in their own style, based on their memories of their parents’ 
or grandparents’ voices and their personal experiences of performance. Then, their 
memories have been stored on their minds as their images of storytelling performance. 
Sometimes, a Kataribe reconstruct their images upon another storyteller’s advice and 
additional information from folklorists and local historians. The longer storytelling 
carrier is, the more experiences as a storyteller and the more images of storytelling 
performance she has. As Eiko often said to me, watching her aunt’s storytelling, “What 
counts is her experience！”. 
 
6. Conclusion 
My research demonstrates that the different ways in which Kataribes provide 
storytelling reflect the often divergent goals and interests of local people, scholars, and 
tourists. The performance of Kataribe’s storytelling has been molded through the 
interaction between the Kataribes and their audience. Thus, excellent Kataribes are 
active agents who can develop the appropriate methods of storytelling for each 
performance, based on audience’s interests and their own viewpoints about storytelling.  
Since the 1970’s, Tono has been strongly influenced by tourism. In order to 
emphasize the image of folklore, local people have been appointed as Kataribes by city 
officials and they tell standardized folktales to tourists every day（Ivy 1995）. Kataribes 
recognize that they have to live with the effects of tourism.  
However, most Kataribes often said “These [talks for tourists] are not the true 
folktales of Tono！” Originally, a folktale of Tono was an oral tradition which was 
handed down from generation to generation. In a folktale, there is a lot of information 
which needs to be known about Tono, such as dialect, folklore, skills, customs, religion, 
and the like. Thus, all Kataribes persist in telling folktales in their own way. They may 
put up some resistance to the increasing tourism in Tono by changing their styles of 
storytelling.  
In 2003, there was a big change in Katribe. A new type of Kataribe was born 
that August. Tono is one of the few places where traditional tellers today teach Japanese 
local housewives to tell tales. These new Kataribes acquired the skill of storytelling in 
“Kataribe-Kyousitu(storyteller’s school 語り部教室 ),  which was founded by city 
officials and, they learned some folktales from books such as “Tales of Tono”. Some 
people think that they are not true Kataribes, but it is entirely possible that this 
movement is becoming main stream in Tono7. I will continue to research the art of 
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storytelling in Tono and examine changes in the traditional culture, and resistance 
against tourism. 
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